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Abstract. This paper deals with the fine limits of generalized potential-type operators with non-
isotropic kernels defined for functions on Rn satisfying appropriate conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let 1;2; : : : ;n be positive numbers with jj D 1C2C Cn and kxk D
.jx1j
1
1 C : : :Cjxnj 1n / jjn , x 2 Rn. The expression kx yk, where x; y 2 Rn, is
called the -distance or non-isotropic distance between x and y: This distance is
an important concept in the theory of partial differential equations and imbedding
theorems. Some problems with the -distance were examined in [6, 7].
It can be seen that -distance becomes the ordinary Euclidean distance jx yj for
j D 12 ; j D 1;2; : : : ;n: The -distance has the following properties:
Using the inequality .aCb/m  2m .amCbm/, m> 1, we obtain
kx yk M .kxkCkyk/ ; (1.1)





n and min Dmin.1;2; : : :n/:
Several authors have investigated the properties of classical Riesz potentials and
their generalizations. For example, taking some appropriate conditions on the kernel
depending on Euclidean distance type of K .jx yj/, Gadjiev [3] proved a variant of
the Hardy–Littlewood–Sobolev theorem. He also gave the properties of convergence
almost everywhere. In [1], a theorem similar to results of [3] was proved for potential-
type integrals with kernel depending on the -distance.
Some results on potential-type integral operators and Riesz potentials given by
generalized shift operators can be found in [2, 4, 5]. Various generalizations of the
Riesz potentials are given in [10].
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A potential-type integral operator depending on the -distance and defined for





where K is the kernel function satisfying the following conditions (see [1]):










t2jj ı 1dt <1 for 0 < ı < 2 jj, ˇ 2 .0; 1/ and
0 r < a:
We know that .Lf /.x/¤1 if and only ifZ
Rn
K .ˇ .1Ckyk//f .y/dy; (1.2)
where ˇ 2 .0; 1/. Hence it is seen that .Lf /.x/¤1 when f is integrable on Rn:
Note that .1/ is equivalent toZ
Rn B.x;1/
K .ˇkx yk/f .y/dy
for every x 2 Rn; and ˇ 2 .0; 1/ ; where B.x;1/ is -ball centered at x with radius
1: That is B.x;1/ D fy 2 Rn W kx yk < 1g :
In what follows, we investigate the fine limits of generalized potential-type integral
operators with non-isotropic kernels Lf at x0 2 Rn: Our results are generalizations
of the corresponding results for classical Riesz potentials given in [9, 11].










where x0 2 Rn and p.r/ is positive monotone function on interval .0;1/ having
the following properties:
.'1/ p.r/ is of the form rp'.r/; where 1  p <1 and ' is a positive non-
decreasing function on interval .0;1/:
.'2/ There exists A1such that '.2r/ A1'.r/ whenever r > 0:
Throughout this paper, let w.r/ be a positive non-increasing function on .0;1/
satisfying the condition:
.w1/ There exists A2 > 0 such that A 12 w.r/w.2r/A2w.r/ whenever r > 0:
In this paper we will use some ideas from [9, 11]. By the symbol M , we denote a
positive constant whose value may change depending on the context.
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2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
First we collect properties which follow from conditions .'1/and .'2/:
Lemma 2.1. The function ' satisfies the doubling condition, that is, there exists
A3 > 1 such that
'.r/ '.2r/ A3'.r/ for r > 0:
Lemma 2.2. For any  > 0; there exists A4./ > 1 such that
A 14 ./'.r/ '.r / A4./'.r/, whenever r > 0:
3. THE ESTIMATE OF Lf

















It is obvious that, if y 2 Rn B.x0; 2Mkx  x0k/, then kx yk  12M ky  




K .ˇky x0k/f .y/dy (3.1)
for any ˇD 1
2M
2 .0;1/ : For y 2B.x0; 2Mkx x0k/ B.x; kx x0k=2M/;





for any ˇ D 1
2M
2 .0;1/ :
Let us begin with the Ho¨lder type inequality.
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Lemma 3.1. Let p > 1, ı > 0; and f be a non-negative measurable function on
Rn: If 0 2Mkx x0k < 2Ma
2jj

























































in the other cases.























oK .ˇky x0k/f .y/dy DW L11CL12;
where A.y/ D B.x0; 2Ma
2jj
n / B.x0; 2Mkx  x0k/. Consider the integral





























p0 D 1 and U .y/D
n
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The right hand side integral with respect to y may be easily calculated. Namely,
passing to generalized spherical coordinates by transformation
y1 D x01C .t cos1/21 ;
y2 D x02C .t sin1 cos2/22 ;
:::
yn D x0nC .t sin1 sin2 : : :sinn 1/2n ;
where j , j D 1;2; : : : ;n; are the coordinates of the point  on unit sphere. We can
see that the Jacobian of this transformation t2jj 1˝./; where ˝./ depends on






2j 1  sinj 2jj  jPkD1k 1 :
Here the integral
R
Sn 1˝./d is finite, where S
n 1 is the unit ball in Rn: Conse-
quently, from (3.3) we have
L11.x/M















































where L.r/ is defined in the condition .K2/. Relations (3.4) and (3.5) give the de-
sired conclusion. 
Lemma 3.2. Let f be a non-negative measurable function on Rn: If 0< 2Mkx 






















































where B.x/D B.x0; 2Mkx x0k/ B.x; kx x0k=2M/.





 kx x0k 1   1p K .ˇkx x0k/Z
B.x/
f .y/ Œ'.f .y//
1
p dy:
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We have the desired conclusion from (3.7) and (3.8). 
Lemma 3.3. Let f be a non-negative measurable function on Rn: If ı > 0; then


























whereR3.r/D'.r/!.r/  1p and '.r/D
R r
0 K
p0 t 2jjn '.t 1/ p0p t2jj 1dt 1p0 :








































































4. FINE LIMIT OF R˛f


















p C'.r/w.r/  1p :
Theorem 4.1. Let p > 1 and f be a non-negative measurable function on Rn
satisfying conditions (1.2) and (1.3). If '.1/ <1 and limr!0R.r/D1; then
lim
x!x0 ŒR.kx x0k/
 1 .Lf /.x/D 0:
If R.r/ is bounded, then .Lf /.x0/ is finite and .Lf /.x/ tends to .Lf /.x0/ as x!
x0.
Proof. By condition (1.2), the integralZ
Rn B.x0;2Ma 2jjn /
K .ˇky x0k/f .y/dy
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Since a is arbitrary, we see that the integral in the left-hand side of the last estimate
is equal to zero.




If we combine these results, we have
lim
x!x0 ŒR.kx x0k/
 1 .Lf /.x/D 0:
If R.r/ is bounded, then Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 imply that L2 .x/CL3 .x/ tends to





Since ky x0k  2M 2ky xk for y 2 Rn B.x; kx x0k=2M/, we have by
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem
lim
x!x0 .L1.x/CL2.x//D .Lf /.x0/ :
However, we also know that limx!x0L3.x/D 0: The proof of Theorem 4.1 is thus
complete. 
Corollary 4.1 ([8,9]). Let p D n
˛
and '.1/ <1: If f is a non-negative measur-
able function on Rn satisfying (1.2) and the conditionZ
Rn
p.f .y//dy <1;
then L˛f is continuous on Rn with K .t/ D t˛ n, 0 < ˛ < n, and k D 12 , k D
1;2; : : : ;n:
Corollary 4.2 ([1]). Let f be a non-negative measurable function satisfying con-
ditions (1.2) and the conditionZ
Rn
p.f .y//dy <1;
then L˛f is continuous on Rn:
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Then for any positive non-decreasing function a.r/ on .0;1/ such that
lim
r!0a.r/D1;

















































if y 2S1iD1B.xi ; .2rj / 2jjn / B.xi ; .rj / 2jjn /;otherwise f .y/ D 0; where xi D
.rj ;0; : : : ;0/ 2 Rn:
Let us now show that f meets all the conditions in the proposition. If we use











p0  w.rj /  1p

Z
B.xi ; .2rj /
2jj
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are bounded, we have
f .y/M  '.r 1j / 1p0  w.rj /  1p kxi  yk ˛ Œ'.kxi  yk/ 1






Thus, the inequality '.f .y// '.kxi  yk 1 / holds.



















B.xi ; .2rj /
2jj
n / B.xi ; .rj / 2jjn /
kxi  yk ˛p
















































p0  w.rj /  1p

Z
B.xi ; .2rj /
2jj












































This proves the proposition for j !1: 
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